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Omega Communications Portal Transmissions 

 

Lani speaking to you. If you 
are familiar with these 
sessions, you will remember 
I begin by asking you to 
identify yourself not as your 
physical body, but as a Being 
of Light, as a Star Seed, as a 
Galactic Being who has 
chosen to come into your 
particular body and to be 
present on Earth at this time. 

As you identify yourself as that greater energy Self, 
then it is easy for you to be present in the 
dimensional field known as the receiving area of the 
Station of Light. You are more receptive, you are 
more perceptive in this state. 

This is how we begin this session today. 

  

 

 

 

 

“Welcome and greetings, Beloved. I am known as  
Orem and I am in the position of the oversight of 
this area of this Station of Light. This does include 
the planetary systems of this planet that you are 
situated on currently. We also have connections to 
many of the relative stations – planetary systems – 
because it is all part of one great energetic 
communication field and easily identified in your 
language as the collective Galactic Federation, or 
the grouping of Beings from other Galaxies and we 
are all continuing to support and uphold the 
inherent expansion of an energy system. Within 
that energy system, all Beings experience many 
forms of life, or situations, and most of us who come 
forward to assist you have gained collective 
experience which is shared with you as part of your 
expansion into a field of alignment and connection 
in a greater way in the unified collective 
consciousness field. 

This is the aspect of Creation and in that Creation 
aspect it is all about clarification and receiving the 
energy patterns contained within Light – that word 
Light – and it is an energy that you naturally 
resonate with because it is from the prime 
origination point of Creation. 

All of this, as you interpret the energy and integrate 
it when you allow that to occur, will be charging the 
particles of your energy system – the receiving 
aspects – and in that way you will be feeling you are 
being cleared and uplifted and this way it is easy to 
greet us, to be with us and to continue the work that 
you have of seeding the planetary system you are 
within, with Light patterns. 

The patterns are encoded systems to initialize and 
activate and continue that activation of the 
expansion of many forms of support. Most of these 
of course are reflected in the creatures and in the 
plant life and in the water life and in the air that you 
exist in, which all supports the physical and 
emotional aspects and energy system entirely of 
that which is you as a life form, created to exist in 
those conditions. 

Earth is continuing to adapt to the energy field it is 
bathed within coming through the solar portal from 
Source Creation. Therefore, you are constantly 
receiving that same energy field and this also is 
emanating from your prime point of origin. You 
might feel that this energy draws you through the 
solar portal to reconnect with all of the potential, 
with all of the abilities, with all of your knowingness 
and patterns for creation. 

It is relevant to bring this to your attention in this 
way in this session because of the upgrades you 
are receiving in your energy field and thus it is 
upgrading the cellular condition of your physical 
body form. If you are experiencing symptoms of 
unease or out of order, the energy you are drawing 
through the solar portal at this time originating from 
your point of origin will be clearing you. Are you 
using it for that purpose? Are you using it to 
increase the new creations you are manifesting? 
Are you using it to enhance the energy field and 
energy matrix that surrounds and infuses the 
planetary organism? It infuses your organism, your 
energy field and everything that is within it. 

We again draw to your attention many of the energy 
civilisations that are existing in the dimensional field 
which generally for most people is beyond their 
visionary and actualization of experience. Although 
it might be out of the actual field that they accept as 
real, there are aspects of them which completely 
understands and is already connected into the 
higher dimensional field which is resonating with 
the upgraded energy coming through the solar 
portal.   



 

You will be recognizing of course – because you are 
a Galactic Star Seed Being – that you have support 
from other Galactic Star Seed Beings and groups. 
Collectively there is the one intention of support, 
expansion, so therefore, whenever you connect 
with or call out for help or support, if it is in 
accordance with the overall purpose, you will 
receive that energy and support.  It is simple 
because it is part of the one consciousness. You 
are that. 

This is the simple energy presentation to you in this 
session. This flows through you. This flows through 
all of the other sessions coming through this portal 
identified as the Omega Communications Portal. 
Every time you review any message you have 
received in any way from your perception in this 
moment, you are receiving more and in a greater 
sensation and perception of what you originally 
received through that first receiving of that 
particular energy transmission or message, 
through whomever delivered that message, 
whether it was through this particular portal or other 
portals. When you realise there is one 
consciousness and you move to the central point, 
the prime origination point, then you access the 
fulness and the rightness because you resonate 
with that original creation. You may find that it also 
will go through all of the information you have ever 
received in whatever way and therefore there is 
bringing into order and revealing what is behind 
what has been presented, if it had not been 
presented from the original point of Creation. It is 
necessary for you to identify that. 

This clarifies to you, your perception as a Galactic 
Star Seed Being present. 

Bring your attention now into the gathering point, 
the receiving area of this Station. You have 
delivered yourself into the appropriate energy 
information for you, in this expanded moment of 
consciousness. This is all appropriate for you in this 
deliverance and immersion. 

Orem  out “  

 

“Into this space that you are surround in Beloved,  
I am simply addressing you as a Star Being.     

You may perceive the different energy that I bring 
forward to you. 

It is the energy that you perceive and your response 
to that as you feel it which enhances what you have 
been receiving in this message today as you 
measure days and time.  

You are seen as that Star Being. Recognize this 
yourself. It is. 

I withdraw from you also, at this time. “ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lani again with you. Even in this state in the 
receiving area I am aware that I am balancing 
myself as I take in the energy and this directly 
connects you – it directly connects us all – back into 
our state that we recognize as an individual Being. 
That is important, because as the individual Being 
that you are, you are enhancing everything that is 
around you. 

Take everything you received in this session as part 
of that energy that you resonate with, to clear or 
enhance in whatever way is needed as you were 
directed to do. 

Thank you for receiving this in every aspect of you 
and I tell you now to bring it in, grounding it into the 
core energy of you, into every aspect that you know 
is your physical form, your physicality present in 
this Earth. It appears that the Earth welcomes you 
as this enhanced energy Being. Do you sense that? 
There is so much acceptance and joy in that, it fills 
me with that sense and I trust it fills you with that 
sense also. 

This is a good way to end this session through the 
Omega Communications Portal.  

Lani    

 
 

Next Gathering:              January 21, 2021 


